Boutique Hotel Philosophy
A boutique Hotel is usually small, with unique décor, design and services, many of which are equal or
better than larger high-range hotels as they are offered on a more personal/direct basis to the client.
Boutique hotels focus on differentiating their services and enriching their quality, to a high standard. - An
aim and competitive advantage, that is achievable by virtue of the hotel’s “petite” size.
One of the defining qualities of a boutique hotel is attention to detail. Every area and service is presented
in a way that gives guests the sense that the hotel is”like a boutique” where art is presented for
sale...Hence the term, ‘boutique hotel’. In our hotel we have developed further the boutique hotel
concept. Handmade art and decorative pieces all around the hotel, when indicated with a “buy me” sign,
are for sale directly to our guest. Design in our hotel is based on handmade furnishings and high-end
(furnishing/lighting/decorative) brands (only original designers).

Restrictions, in our hotel
Glaros Hotel offers a unique concept to its guests. We believe modern life throws too many stressful
moments at you and we want you to find your centre and inner calm. For this reason we are an adult
exclusive hotel for couples, honeymooners and friends alike. Regrettably we do not accept bookings from
families with children or from large groups (more than six people). Our aim is to guarantee you a peaceful
and tranquil holiday in our small hotel and Naxos. We want you to discover our hotel, its surroundings
areas (reception, piano and buffet lobby, small spa and outdoor breakfast area) and its activities, and have
moments to cherish – moment that we hope will turn into unforgettable memories.

Our approach to reservations
We accept direct bookings from clients without intermediaries.
We strongly believe this approach is ideal for small hotels with a strong brand and supports their
sustainability in an extremely competitive hotel market.
Reservations can be made only through our online reservation system.

